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Abstract

In a three player quantum ‘Dilemma’ game each player takes independent decisions to maximize his/her individual gain. The optimal
strategy in the quantum version of this game has a higher payoff compared to its classical counterpart. However, this advantage is lost if
the initial qubits provided to the players are from a noisy source. We have experimentally implemented the three player quantum version
of the ‘Dilemma’ game as described by Johnson, [N.F. Johnson, Phys. Rev. A 63 (2001) 020302(R)] using nuclear magnetic resonance
quantum information processor and have experimentally verified that the payoff of the quantum game for various levels of corruption
matches the theoretical payoff.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Games have been studied primarily in the context of
information theory. During the course of the game, the
players exchange information with the other players
and the referee. This immediately brings our attention
to how the game will behave if the information
exchanged is quantum in nature. Quantum games have
been shown to have an advantage over their classical
counter parts in terms of either a unique Nash Equilib-
rium [1,2] or a higher payoff for the optimal strategy
[3,4]. Johnson [5] and Özdemir et. al. [6] had theoreti-
cally conjectured that the quantum advantage reduces if
the games qubit source is corrupted by a noisy
‘Demon’ and above a critical value of the corruption,
the quantum payoff becomes lower than the classical
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payoff. As noise is inherent in all forms of physical
systems, studying such games in presence of corruption
becomes important. While these ideas have been theo-
retically established, their experimental verification vali-
dates them.

Experimental implementation of a ‘quantum algo-
rithm’ is still a challenging task and much research is
going on in this field. Nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) has been established as a suitable method for
implementation of algorithms involving small number
of qubits [9–11]. It has been used successfully to imple-
ment several quantum algorithms [12–20]. Two qubit
quantum games have been implemented experimentally
in NMR by Du et. al. [21] and in optical systems by Li
et. al. [3]. In the present article we report the implemen-
tation of a three qubit ‘Dilemma’ game, with corruption
in the source qubit, using NMR. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first NMR implementation of this
game.
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Table 1
Payoff table for each player in ‘Dilemma’ game

Final state Payoff

j000æ ( 0,0,0)
j001æ (�9,�9,1)
j010æ (�9,1,�9)
j011æ ( 1,9,9)
j100æ ( 1,�9,�9)
j101æ ( 9,1,9)
j110æ ( 9,9,1)
j111æ ( 2,2,2)

The left column is the final state after the game and the right column is the
corresponding payoff for each player.
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2. The three player ‘Dilemma’ game

Based on the conjecture that a ‘coherent quantum equi-
librium’ arise in a quantum game only when it involves
N P 3 players, the three player ‘Dilemma’ game was cre-
ated as an extension to the two player Prisoner’s Dilemma
game [4]. In this game the players are given a binary choice
(0 or 1 which represents ‘cooperate’ or ‘defect’, respec-
tively) and they are supposed to take independent deci-
sions. The payoff gives us the individual gain based on
the choices made by the players. Analogous to the ‘el-farol’
bar problem [22,23] (to which this game bears a resem-
blance) a set of three players have to decide whether to
go to a bar or not with a sitting capacity of two. Each of
the player has a deep desire to go, but does not want the
bar to be over crowded or partially empty. Benjamin and
Hayden found that the quantum version of the ‘Dilemma’
game [4] has a superior payoff as compared to its classical
counterpart.

Following Johnson [5], each player is represented by a
qubit and their qubits are made to pass through an three
qubit entangling gate (J ). The entangling gate (Fig. 1) rep-
resented by,

J ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2
p I�3 þ i� r�3

x

� �
; ð1Þ

such that

J j000i ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2
p ðj000i þ ij111iÞ; ð2Þ

introduces quantum correlation between the players as
shown in Eq. 2. The decision of each player, whether or
not to go to the bar is represented by the unitary operators
rx and I which implies ‘to go’ and ‘not to go’, respectively.
After the players take their decision and play their moves,
the output state is made to pass through a disentangling
gate J y which is just a conjugate-transpose of the J -gate,
J y ¼ 1ffiffi

2
p ðI�3 � i� r�3

x Þ. The final state is measured and the
outcome determines the payoff of each player Table 1 [5]. If
Fig. 1. The block diagram illustrating the steps of the NMR implementa-
tion of the game. In NMR, the initial state is a highly mixed state
cHIH

z þ cFIF
z þ cCIC

z . The pulse sequence for the creation of the PPS is
applied on this state. After the creation of the PPS, pulse sequence
implementing the ‘Demon’ is applied. This transforms the PPS to a mixed
state (1 � x)j000æÆ000j + xj111æÆ111j. Here the mixed state represents
the corruption in the input (ideally the input qubits should have been in
the PPS j000æ). The entangling gate (J gate) is applied after the ‘Demon’
after which the moves are played. Then the disentangling gate is applied
and the output state is measured. Depending on the output state the payoff
of the players are calculated.
the final state is j000æ, it implies that all of the players have
chosen ‘not to go’. In this case no one gains but at the same
time they are also not annoyed that somebody else has. So
each of their payoff is 0. For the state j001æ, j010æ and
j1 00æ, only one of the players go to the bar. In this case,
the player who goes to the bar is happy as he finds plenty
of room there, but he has no company as the other seat is
vacant. Therefore his payoff is 1. The other players are an-
noyed because one of them could have gone and occupied
the empty seat. Therefore their payoffs are �9 each. The
third possibility are the states j01 1æ, j101æ and j110æ. Here,
two of them goes to the bar and each of them have a seat
and company. So their payoffs are 9 each. The third player
is relieved that he did not give a try or else the bar would
have been over crowded. Therefore his payoff is 1. The final
case is the state j111æ. In this case all of them decide to go.
They have a lot of company but are short of seating space.
Therefore each of them has a payoff of 2 [5].

The strategy space of each of the players in the quantum
version of the game consists of three choices, ‘to go’, ‘not to
go’ and ‘to go with a probability of half’. The choice of
going to the bar corresponds to flipping the input state
by applying the operator rx. The choice of not going to
the bar corresponds to leaving the input qubit as it is by
applying the identity operator and the third choice of going
to the bar with a probability half corresponds to applying
an operator 1=

ffiffiffi
2
p
ðrx þ rzÞ [refer [5] and references therein

for a detailed description of the discretisation of the strat-
egy space]. Since each player has 3 choices, there are 27
possible ‘configurations’ of the game. Johnson has grouped
these configurations into 10 different classes [5,24], with
respective payoff of each class (Table 2). Starting with the
input state of j000æ, the class of strategy yielding the high-
est payoff are (VII) and (VIII). However, class (VII) is not
the Nash Equilibrium because it is not fair to all the play-
ers. So class (VIII) is the optimal strategy in this game [5].
It should be noted that the payoff of the optimal move in
the quantum game is much higher than the corresponding
strategy in the classical game [5]. Table 2 also contains
experimental results which will be discussed in Section 4.

If the input source is corrupt, the scenario in the quantum
case changes drastically. The corruption is introduced by
taking the input state as xj000æÆ000j + (1 � x)j111æÆ111j,
where x 2 [0,1]. For input j111æ the payoff is dramatically



Table 2
The theoretical and experimental average payoff per player for ten classes of strategies

Class p = 0 p = 1/2 p = 1 Payoff, input = j000æ Payoff, input = j111æ

Theo. Exp. Theo. Exp.

I *** �15/4 �3.65 19/4 4.33
II * ** �15/4 �3.44 19/4 3.88
III ** * �11/6 �1.59 19/6 2.81
IV *** 2 1.26 0 0.34
V *** 0 0.44 2 1.35
VI * ** �17/3 �5.39 19/3 5.14
VII ** * 19/3 5.92 �17/3 �4.76
VIII * * * 19/3 6.34 �17/3 �5.04
IX ** * 19/4 4.83 �15/4 �3.10
X * ** �11/6 �1.87 19/6 1.65

The stars under a move indicates the number of player that have chosen that particular move. The experimental results have been calculated from the
results contained in Fig. 4.
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different from that of j000æ input (see Table 2). For the opti-
mal move, the payoff for input j000æ is 19/3 while that for
input j111æ is�17/3. For the classical game, the correspond-
ing payoffs are 2 and 0, respectively [5]. Thus we see that
even though the quantum game offers a higher payoff of
the optimal move, it deteriorates rapidly if the source is cor-
rupt and there exists a critical value of corruption beyond
which, the payoff for the optimal move in the quantum game
is less than that in the classical game. It should be noted that
as the players are not aware of the noise in the source qubits,
they persist with their original strategy that maximize their
gain for j000æ input.
3. NMR implementation

The NMR implementation of the quantum ‘Dilemma’
game experimentally evaluates the effect of corruption in
the input state, on the payoff of each player. The NMR
implementation starts with (i) preparation of the pseudo-
pure state followed by (ii) a ‘Demon’ which introduces a
corruption of the qubits. The next step is an (iii) entangle-
ment gate followed by (iv) moves and (v) disentangling
gate. Finally the measurement yields the result.

The experiment has been carried out at room tempera-
ture in 11.7 T field in a Bruker AV500 spectrometer using
a triple resonance QXI probe. The system chosen for the
implementation of the game is Carbon-13 labeled
13CHFBr2, where 1H, 19F and 13C act as the three qubits.
The 1H, 19F and 13C resonance frequencies at this field
are 500, 470 and 125 MHz, respectively. The scalar cou-
plings between the spins are: JHC = 224.5 Hz,
JHF = 49.7 Hz and JFC = �310.9 Hz [19]. The equilibrium
spectrum of each spin is given in Fig. 2a. The transition fre-
quencies for ith spin are given by ±(Jij ± Jik)/2 from the
centre of resonance of each spin.

The NMR Hamiltonian for a three qubit weakly cou-
pled spin system is,

H ¼
X3

i¼1

miI i
z þ

X3

i<j¼1

J ijI i
zI

j
z; ð3Þ
where mi are the Larmour frequencies and the Jij are the
scalar couplings. The starting point of any algorithm in
an NMR quantum information processor is the equilib-
rium density matrix, which under high temperature and
high field approximation is in a highly mixed state repre-
sented by [25],

qeq ¼ cHIH
z þ cFIF

z þ cCIC
z

¼ cH IH
z þ 0:94IF

z þ 0:25IC
z

� �
; ð4Þ

where the cH:cF:cC is 1:0.94:0.25 are the gyromagnetic ratio
of the nuclei.

The six steps for the implementation of the ‘Dilemma’
game with corruption in the source qubit in this three qubit
system are as follows.

Step (i) Pseudo-pure state:
In a pseudo-pure state, one of the energy levels has extra or
deficit population against a uniform background [26]. Since
the background population, represented by a unit matrix,
does not transform under a unitary transformation, the
pseudo-pure state (PPS) mimics a pure state [9,10]. Here
we use the method of spatial averaging [11] for the prepa-
ration of PPS. A 57.9� pulse (cos(57.9) = 0.47) on fluorine
(qubit 2) followed by a crusher gradient transforms qeq of
Eq. (4) to cHðIH

z þ 1
2
IF

z þ 1
4
IC

z Þ. The rest of the pulse
sequence (Fig. 3a) consists of the basic sequences repre-
sented by unitary blocks Up=4

i;j for each Jij :

Up=4
i;j ¼

p
4

h ij

/
! 1

2J ij
! p

4

h ij

/�90
! Gz; ð5Þ

where ðaÞj/ represents a a degree pulse of phase / on the
spin j and 1/2Jij represents the evolution time that corre-
sponds to p rotation of the j magnetization by the coupling
Jij. Additional p-pulses during the free evolution period
refocus the chemical shift and other J-evolutions, thus
making the system evolve only under the desired J cou-
pling[25]. Gz is the crusher gradient which removes all the
transverse terms and retains only the longitudinal terms.
The operator Up=4

i;j when applied on equilibrium density
matrix I i

z þ Ij
z creates I i

z þ 1
2
ðIj

z þ 2I i
zI

j
zÞ. Therefore by
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Fig. 2. (a). The equilibrium spectra of 1H, 19F and 13C of 13CHFBr2. The label on the top of each transition of a qubit represents the state of the other
qubits in the transition. This assignment was arrived by selective inversion experiments [25]. The sample was synthesized by following the procedure given
by Vendersypen [27]. 500 mg of 13C labeled bromoform (13CHBr3) was added to 670 mg of mercuric fluoride (HgF2) and the mixture was refluxed
gradually from 70 to 85 �C in increment of 5� for 15 min each. The reaction mixture was directly dissolved in acetone-d6 and a bulb to bulb distillation was
carried out in a ‘Kugelrohr’ at 65 �C. The distillation process eliminated excess of bromoform from the product to get a sample of high purity. (b) The
‘population spectra’ of 1H, 19F and 13C after preparation of the pseudo-pure state. It is seen that only the transition corresponding to j000æ fi j001æ,
j000æ fi j010æ and j000æ fi j100æ are present in the spectrum of PPS. This confirms, the creation of pseudo-pure state j000æ. (c) The population spectra
for the optimal move (VIII). x = 0 implies that there is no corruption in the input state, while x = 1 implies that the input state is totally corrupted. x = 0.7
corresponds to an intermediate value of corruption. The intensity of various transition depends on the amount of corruption in each case.
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applying Up=4
ij in the order Up=4

HC;U
p=4
FC and Up=4

HF on the den-

sity matrix IH
z þ 1

2
IF

z þ 1
4
IC

z yields,

qpps¼
cH

4
IH

z þ IF
z þ IC

z þ2IH
z IF

z þ2IH
z IC

z þ2IF
z IC

z þ4IH
z IF

z IC
z

� �
;

ð6Þ

which is the spin operator representation for the j000æ PPS
[26]. The experimental spectra obtained after the prepara-
tion of the j000æ PPS are given in Fig. 2b. The experimen-
tal spectra confirm the preparation of j0 00æ PPS.
Step (ii) ‘Demon’:
The second step is the application of the ‘Demon’. The
‘Demon’ creates a mixture of state j000æ and j111æ. A H
degree pulse on protons transforms j000æ toffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1� xÞ

p
j0 00i þ

ffiffiffi
x
p
j100i. After the H degree pulse

(Fig. 3b) the system is evolved under JHC for a time period
of 1/2JHC followed by JFC for a time period of 1/2JFC. At
the end a crusher gradient is applied to remove all the trans-
verse magnetization. This transforms the above state to

qDemon ¼ ð1� xÞj000ih000j þ xj111ih111j; x 2 ½0; 1�; ð7Þ

where x is sin2(H/2). For H = 0, x is 0 and we have only
j000æ state, for H = 180, x = 1 , we have only j111æ state
and for any intermediate value of H we have a mixed state
given by Eq. (7).
Step (iii) Entangling J -gate:
Following the ‘Demon’ we apply an entangling J -gate and
the pulse sequence for its implementation is given in
Fig. 3(c). The J -gate involves the implementation of
I�3 þ i� r�3

x operator. The J -gate sequence consists of
three J-evolution sandwiched between 90� pulses. To
implement the J -gate the system has to be evolved under
a unitary operator of the form expð�ipIH

x IF
x IC

x Þ. The pulse
sequence given in Fig. 3(c) achieves this in the following
manner: the system is evolved under the unitary operator
Up=2

FC , which consists of evolution under the JFC for a period
s = 1/2JFC sandwiched between two p/2 pulses of given
phases on carbon, yielding

Up=2
FC ¼ exp �i

p
2

h i
IC

x

� �h i
� exp �i2pJ FCIF

z IC
z s

� �� �
� exp i

p
2

h i
IF

x

� �h i

¼ exp �ipIF
z IC

y

� �
: ð8Þ

Similarly the evolutions under Up=2
HC is achieved by evolving

under the JHC for a period s = 1/2JHC, juxtaposed between
two p/2 pulses on proton yielding,
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Fig. 3. The pulse sequence for the implementation of the (a) PPS, (b) ‘Demon’ and the (c) J -gate. The broad white pulses are 180� and the narrow black
pulses are 90�. The flip angle of the other pulses as well as the relevant phases of all the pulses are also written above them. The series of pulses along the Gz

line implies z gradient. The period of 1/2Jab, where a, b are H of F or C, implies evolution only under the scalar coupling Hamiltonian, 2pJ abIa
z Ib

z for that
time period. Evolutions under all other couplings as well as the chemical shift evolutions have been refocused during this period.
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Up=2
HC¼ exp �i

p
2

h i
IH

y

� �h i
� exp �i2pJ HCIH

z IC
z s

� �� �
� exp i

p
2

h i
IH

y

� �h i

¼ exp �ipIH
x IC

z

� �
: ð9Þ
On applying Up=2
FC � Up=2

HC � ðU
p=2
FC Þ�, in sequence, the effec-

tive evolution is,
exp �ipIF
z IC

y

� �h i
� exp �ipIH

x IC
z

� �� �
� exp �ipIF

z IC
y

� �h i

¼ exp �ipIH
x IF

z IC
x

� �
: ð10Þ
Finally, on applying the p/2 pulses on the fluorine spin at
the beginning and end of the above evolution of Eq. (10),
the system is effectively evolved under the unitary operator,

exp �i
p
2

h i
IF

y

� �h i
� exp �ipIH

x IF
z IC

x

� �� �
� exp i

p
2

h i
IF

y

� �h i

¼ exp �ipIH
x IF

x IC
x

� �
ð11Þ
Thus the unitary operator of Eq. (11), implements the
entangling J -gate.
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Step (iv) Moves:
After the entangling gate, the players play their moves
(Table 2). The moves are (a) ‘do not flip one’s state’ that
corresponds to p = 1, (b) ‘flip state’ that corresponds
to p = 0 and (c) ‘flip state with a probability half’ that
corresponds to p ¼ 1
2

in the Table 2. The move ‘do not flip’
implies that the player does not do anything with his qubit.
So this is equivalent to no operation. The move ‘flip state’
implies that the player flips the state of his qubit. This is
equivalent to rx which corresponds to a [p]x pulse in
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NMR. The move ‘flip state with a probability half’ corre-
sponds to the operator 1ffiffi

2
p ðrz þ rxÞ which can be imple-

mented by a ½p
2
�x pulse, on the desired spin.

Step (v) Disentangling J -gate:
After application of the moves according to the require-
ments in various cases for the game, the J y-gate is applied.
The J y-gate is the conjugate-transpose of the J -gate and is
applied in NMR by changing the phase of all the p/2 pulses
in Fig. 3(c) by p.
Step (vi) Measurement:
The final information is coded in the diagonal elements of
the density matrix (population of various eigenstates).
These are measured by using 90� measuring pulses on
each spin yielding ‘‘population spectra’’. Prior to applica-
tion of the 90� measuring pulses, a crusher gradient Gz is
applied to destroy any undesirable coherences created by
the preceding operations. To calculate the payoff for each
player, the diagonal elements of the density matrix are
multiplied by the payoff of the individual player for each
outcome. The equation for the payoff of the ith player is
given by [5]

$i ¼
X
abc

$
abc
i P abc where a; b; c 2 f0; 1g: ð12Þ

Here $i is the payoff of the ith player, $
abc
i is the payoff of

the ith player corresponding to the output jabcæÆabcj and
Pabc is the probability with which the state jabcæÆabcj oc-
curs. Finally the average payoff per person is calculated by
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Fig. 5. The plot of simulated classical and quantum (continuous lines) and exp
for the quantum game. The experimental payoff matches the expected payoff
decreased to expected result mainly due to r.f. inhomogeneities in the H degree
is shown by the dashed line (- - -), which matches the experimental result.
h$i ¼ 1

3

X3

i¼1

$i: ð13Þ
4. Results and conclusion

The simulated and the experimental diagonal elements
of the density matrix for the input j000æ and j111æ for var-
ious classes of Table 2 are given in Fig. 4. The experimental
populations reproduce the expected theoretical populations
with an average error of �15% when the input is j00 0æ and
an average error of �20% when the input is j1 11æ. The
errors are mainly due to r.f. inhomogeneity (verified by
simulation).

For the optimal case (case VIII), the experiments were
performed with corruption by using various values of H
degree pulse on proton followed by the evolution under
JHC and JFC to reach the state given by Eq. (7). ‘x’
was varied in 11 steps and the results of three of them
(for x = 0, 0.7 and 1) are plotted in Fig. 2c. For x = 0,
the input state is j0 00æ and the output state has popula-
tions only in states 3 (”j 011æ) and state 6 (”j11 0æ)
(Fig. 4). The spectra in Fig. 2c for x = 0, having two
positive and four negative lines at the right frequencies,
confirms this result. Similarly for x = 1, the input state
is j111æ and the output state has populations only in
states 1 (”j001æ) and 4 (”j100æ) (Fig. 4). The spectrum
of Fig. 2c for x = 1 also confirms this result. For the
.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
→

Quantum
(simulation)

Quantum
(Experimental)

erimental (dots) ‘average payoff per person’ vs ‘the amount of corruption’
for all values of corruption. However, the expected payoff x > 0.5 has not
pulse. A simulation of the expected result for a 10% error in H degree pulse
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intermediate value of x = 0.7, these states are populated
to various degrees and the result is given in Fig. 2c.
From these spectra the average payoff is calculated using
Eq. (13) and the results are plotted in Fig. 5 for all the
11 experiments. Fig. 5 also contains a simulation of
expected results for quantum and classical version of
the game as a function of the corruption x. The experi-
mental results validate the expected quantum results for
all levels of corruption. The experimental payoff crosses
over below the classical limit around the expected critical
corruption.

We have thus implemented the quantum ‘Dilemma’
game of Johnson [5] using a three qubit NMR system
and verified the quantum payoff for all levels of corrup-
tion. Quantum games have important application in
communication theory and market strategies. We hope
that this work leads to more experimental verification
of other quantum games. One of the possible extension
of this problem would be to implement the evolutionary
version of the game [28].
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